
Presentación -  los meses, las estaciones y el clima de los EE. UU. 
 
Yo me llamo ____________________________________ Hora _______ 
 
For this project, as with all work, resources are restricted to Realidades  
instruction, notes from class and teacher-approved websites.  
 
Choose one of the following that you would use to present and practice   
the months of the year, the seasons and typical weather for each season   
in (central) USA.  This TEST grade is due Thursday, August 30. 
 
If you have 
Spatial and Artistic ability to represent by drawing it for us to see it, 
Create a "work of art" which would illustrate the 4 seasons with 3 months   
of each and at least 2 weather expressions for each season. Use 1 large 
poster board or 4 smaller sized illustrations to display to the class. 
If you have 
Linguistic/Reading/Writing ability to write (English) clues for us to practice 
definition and spelling, make a Spanish crossword puzzle.  There should be 
at least 24 “answers”: 12 months, 4 seasons and 2 weather expressions. 
Turn in TWO sheets : 1 blank with clues and 1 ANSWER sheet. 
If you have 
Musical/Rhythmical ability to compose a song, sing it and teach it to us, 
Arrange the words and melody or "borrow" a familiar tune. The song itself 
must include 24 words you have practiced in Spanish. Have at least one 
written copy of the lyrics and possibly a digital format; it must be an original. 
If you have 
Bodily/Kinesthetic ability to manipulate, move and reconstruct elements,  
Make 4 jigsaw puzzles, one for each season, of 'cardstock' (NOT paper).    
Each puzzle should be a visual representation at least 8½ x 11inches. 
If you have 
Logical/Mathematical ability, you like to measure and count. Make a Word 
Search that will “hide” the 24 Spanish words that we have practiced in class. 
Turn in TWO sheets : 1 blank with the Spanish words at the bottom, but not 
solved and 1 ANSWER sheet with the words found.                               
NOTE: If you use an online puzzle-maker, most will NOT allow for accents 

and “ñ”, and points will be deducted for misspelled terms, so ADD them. 

ALL  STUDENTS should double-check the spelling and  
Include these directions with your Presentation, identifying your choice.   



 
The 24 should include: 
 
 
llueve    invierno   enero 
nieva    primavera   febrero 
hace sol    verano   marzo 
hace calor    otoño   abril 
hace frío         mayo 
hace fresco        junio 
hace viento       julio 

hace mal tiempo      agosto 

hace buen tiempo ☺     septiembre 

         octubre 
         noviembre 
         diciembre  
 
 
 
 


